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Abstract
Future use of coated conductors in electric power applications like transmission cables,
transformers or fault current limiters is sensitive to the amount of dissipation in the AC regime.
This paper analyses factors controlling AC loss of coated conductors in typical configurations:
the self-field case when transport current generates the magnetic field, and the case of AC
applied field where the orientation of magnetic field with respect to the superconducting layer
plays a significant role.
We illustrate that a high-quality CC tape with non-magnetic substrate follows rather well
the models developed for a thin strip. However, to meet an excellent agreement between
experiment and theoretical prediction a detailed knowledge of the superconductor properties is
necessary and a numerical method must be involved.
In the case of a superconducting layer deposited on a ferromagnetic substrate theoretical
predictions give only basic directions and one must rely on numerical simulations entirely. We
demonstrate that, with the help of a dedicated analysis of experimental data, very good AC loss
prediction is also possible for superconductor–ferromagnetic composites. Novel designs of
coated conductor architectures can be developed in this way.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

AC loss. In the following sections we analyse the AC loss
properties of two common types of CC tapes differing in
the substrate magnetism. Experiments are compared with
theoretical predictions which in some simple cases are obtained
from analytical models.
However, in most cases one must use a numerical
simulation.
The results presented in this paper have
been obtained with the help of our original procedure
working in the environment of the finite element code
Comsol Multiphysics [1]. It is less sophisticated than the
special numerical methods developed for hard superconductors
(e.g. [2, 3]). Nevertheless we find it fully adequate for the
simple configurations treated here. We also did not use
particular refinements to speed up the calculation process in
high aspect geometry like those proposed in [4]. A brief
explanation is given in section 2.

1. Introduction
The electromagnetic performance of a superconducting wire
in AC applications is determined by two main features: the
maximum current transported without resistance and the rate at
which the electromagnetic energy is converted into heat. The
quantity used to indicate the first characteristic is the critical
current, Ic . The second property is commonly characterized
by the AC loss dependence on transport current amplitude,
Imax (transport or self-field loss), and on the amplitude of
the applied magnetic field, Bmax (magnetization loss). These
dependences are a good measure of the tape quality.
The second generation of high-temperature superconductor tapes consisting of a thin layer of superconductor
deposited on a metallic substrate—so-called coated conductor
or CC tapes—represents a promising solution for a generalpurpose low-cost superconducting wire for applications at
liquid nitrogen temperatures. The magnetization loss in these
superconducting strips several millimetres wide would be
prohibitive in liquid helium. However, the cooling penalty
factor at the liquid nitrogen temperatures (∼65–77 K) is less
severe and the possibility of using them as manufactured tapes
in electric power devices critically depends on the level of
0953-2048/10/034012+09$30.00

2. Finite element method used in numerical
simulations
The numerical predictions presented in this paper have been
obtained by the method described in detail in [5]. The magnetic
field B is resolved in terms of the vector potential A. Taking
1
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of the superconductor by the critical current density:

Ic (B, α) =
jc (B(x, y), α(x, y), x, y) dx d y.

(3)

wS×h S

This evaluation is trivial in the case of the original Bean
model [6] with jc = const when Ic = jc h s ws . However,
in the case of high-temperature materials we prefer to use an
empirical expression:

jc0
jc = 
√ 2 2 2 β
ka Bx +B y
1+
B0

allowing us to characterize the field dependence and its
anisotropy by the set of four parameters found by fitting
simulation results to the experimental Ic (B, α) data [7]. The
meaning of these parameters is as follows: jc0 is the current
density extrapolation to zero magnetic field, B0 is the scaling
parameter for the field dependence and β its exponent, and ka
is the anisotropy quotient (ka = 1 for an isotropic material).
The case of the AC regime is resolved using the idea
originally proposed by Campbell [8] that we later developed
into a procedure in the Comsol Multiphysics environment. The
current density in a superconductor, js , is expressed in terms
of the difference between the vector potential of the actual
solution, A z (x, y), and that one obtained at the previous instant
of the AC cycle, A p (x, y). To smoothen the transition between
regions with opposite current density, the tanh approximation
of the step function has been introduced. The working formula
for the current density in the superconductor in the AC regime
took the form


A p (x, y) − A z (x, y)
js = jc tanh
(5)
Anorm

Figure 1. Geometry used in our calculations: cross sections of both
the substrate (wT × h T ) and the superconducting layer (wS × h S ) are
represented by rectangles. Vertical separation between the layers is
h B . The angle of applied magnetic field is expressed with respect to
the tape wide face.

into account that B = ∇ × A the application of Maxwell’s
equations yields the governing equation of the finite element
calculation:


1

∇ × A = j
∇×
(1)
μ
where μ is the magnetic permeability and j is the density
of electrical current. We consider the cross section of an
infinitely long wire (2D approximation) as shown in figure 1.
The current density as well as the vector potential exhibit
only the component perpendicular to the x – y plane, jz and
A z , respectively, and the magnetic field has two components
Bx and B y . Therefore we omit the vectorial notation in the
 . The unknown variable
following and use the symbol B for | B|
in our calculation is the (distribution of) vector potential A z ,
and all the remaining quantities must be expressed in terms of
it or its derivatives with respect to space or time.
The magnetic permeability is identical to that of the
vacuum, μ0 = 4π × 10−7 H m−1 , in all parts of the analysed
coated conductor except for the case of a ferromagnetic
substrate. In our calculations we can consider a magneticfield-dependent permeability, μ = μ(B). This is because the
components of B in any point are determined by the derivative
of A z with respect to the space coordinates, Bx = ∂ A z /∂y and
B y = −∂ A z /∂ x , respectively, leading to the implicit definition
μ = μ(A z ).
The magnetic field with a value B inclined by the angle α
with respect to the tape wide face is created with the help of
the boundary condition for the vector potential

A z |boundary = B(−x cos α + y sin α).

(4)

where Anorm is a parameter controlling the thickness of the
layer between opposite current densities and jc could be
constant (in case we would like to reproduce the classical
formulae) or take a more complicated form like, for example,
(4). In this way, the current density is also expressed in terms
of the vector potential and A z remains the only independent
variable for which the expression (1) is to be solved.
Application of a magnetic field imposed by the boundary
condition (2) leads to the appearance of the neutral zone,
i.e. the region where A p = A z = 0 and because of (5)
jz = 0 also. The existence of a neutral zone is a
prerequisite for our calculation method in the simple form
given by the expression (5) and it automatically appears in
the case of an applied magnetic field defined by the boundary
condition (2). In a large field this is just a tiny layer dividing the
superconductor into two parts with opposite current densities,
in the case of a low magnetic field the neutral zone could
occupy the majority of the section. When the AC current
transport is simulated, the boundary condition must again be
formulated in the way allowing the existence of a neutral zone,
thus zero current density. Let us consider a round wire with
radius rw carrying the current I and placed coaxially in the

(2)

The current density jz in (1) is non-zero only in the cross
section of the superconductor. The circumstance of critical
current determination is simulated by filling the cross section
2
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Figure 3. The same as in figure 2 but the field is inclined by α = 15◦
with respect to the tape wide face. An analytical model that uses the
perpendicular component of magnetic field provides good prediction
for a wide range of AC field amplitudes; however, at low fields the
numerical simulation is better.

Figure 2. AC magnetization loss of the CC tape with non-magnetic
substrate. Full circles are experimental data (77 K, 36 Hz). Full line
shows the result of numerical simulation with jc = const., while the
dotted line is the prediction of the analytical model [9].

cylindrical box of radius Rc . For the vector potential at the
cylinder (i.e. the boundary condition)

  
μ0 I
Rc
Ac |x 2 +y 2 =Rc2 = −
2 ln
(6)
+1
4π
rw

data is observed. Also inserted is the loss formula derived by
Brandt and Indenbom [9]:


Q
Bmax
= Bmax wS Ic g
(7)
l
Bc

and when the current I is equal to the critical current of the
wire, the calculation will end up with a point-like neutral zone
in the wire centre. Imposing a larger absolute value of the
boundary vector potential would cause all the wire section to
be filled with critical current density, i.e. no neutral zone would
appear. For the AC loss calculation only those distributions are
of interest when total transported current is lower than Ic and a
neutral zone exists. In practice we use the boundary condition
given by expression (6) also for wires with cross sections
different from circular ones; however, with rw modified by a
trial-and-error procedure.
In the finite element calculation of the A z distribution, the
computation box is divided into ∼150 000 triangular elements
of non-equal dimensions. The elements are elongated by
the factor of 10 in the x direction. Meshing inside the
superconducting layer is finer in order to obtain at least 10
elements across the layer thickness. Outside the tape the
elements grow gradually towards the calculation boundary.
For the sake of AC loss evaluation we use to resolve the
distributions of vector potentials and current densities for 40
time instants, i.e. 40 values of the boundary condition in the
cycle. From these distributions the AC loss is evaluated by a
straightforward procedure [5].

that was rearranged to contain only measurable quantities in the
pre-factor. The auxiliary function g(x) = (2/x) ln(cosh(x)) −
tanh x behaves as x 3 /6 at x  1 and its asymptote is 1
for x  1. The prediction of this model is surprisingly
good, and Jiang et al [10] demonstrated that it can also be
extended to angles differing from α = 90◦ . However, when
approaching the parallel configuration of the applied field, this
modified strip model starts to deviate from the prediction. This
is shown in figure 3, where the data for magnetization loss at
α = 15◦ are presented. One can see that the approximation by
perpendicular magnetization of an inclined strip works well for
higher fields, but significantly deviates at low field amplitudes.
There the numerical simulation provides excellent prediction.
The numerical calculation for transport loss assuming
constant jc gave a result that is practically identical with the
Norris formula for thin strip [11]:


μ0 Ic2
Imax
Q
=
f
(8)
l
π
Ic
where F = Imax /Ic and f (F) = (1 − F) ln(1 − F) +
(1 + F) ln(1 + F) − F 2 . Deviation from experimental data
is observable at figure 4. Therefore we tried to improve our
simulations. As the first attempt we used the field-dependent
critical current density given by the expression (4) with the
parameters jc0 = 2.94 × 1010 A m−2 , B0 = 0.025 T,
k = 0.7 and β = 0.85. These were found by fitting the Ic
values calculated for two basic orientations of magnetic field
(perpendicular and parallel, respectively) ranging from 0 to
0.1 T. The use of field-dependent critical current density in the
numerical simulation shifted the result closer to experimental
data.
Further improvement has been achieved assuming the
critical current density that is lower at tape borders than in

3. AC loss of CC tape on non-magnetic substrate
First we show the results obtained on a 4.2 mm wide tape
produced by SuperPower. The self-field critical current at 77 K
was 125 A and no traces of magnetism have been found in the
tape substrate.
The magnetization loss in a perpendicular magnetic field
with amplitude Bmax is shown in figure 2. Very good
agreement between numerical simulation and experimental
3
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Figure 5. Step-wise linear dependence of jc0 defined by the
expression (9) shown for one-half of the tape (dashed rectangle). The
result shown by triangles in figure 4 was calculated assuming
H x = 0.5 and H y = 0.7.
Figure 4. Transport AC loss of the CC tape with non-magnetic
substrate. Full circles are experimental data (77 K, 36 Hz).
Numerical simulation is with jc = const. (full line with rectangles)
and is in perfect agreement with the prediction of analytical
model [11] presented by the dotted line but deviates from
experiments. Taking into account the jc (B) dependence (full line
with diamonds) improves the prediction. The agreement is nearly
perfect when a non-uniformity of jc in the x direction i.e. across the
tape width, is assumed (full line with triangles).

the centre, as suggested in [12, 13] and found relevant for the
10 mm wide tape of the same producer as our sample [14]. A
linear simplification characterized by two parameters H x and
H y , respectively, was used:
⎧
⎪
if |x|  H x w2S
⎨1


jc0 = jc00×
1 − H y 2wS
⎪
−1
if |x| > H x w2S
⎩1−
1 − Hx
x
(9)
where jc00 is the value of the parameter jc at the sample
centre. The role of H x and H y in introducing additional
jc (x) dependence is illustrated in figure 5. With the choice
of these parameters as H x = 0.5 and H y = 0.7 nearly
perfect agreement of the numerical result with experiment has
been achieved. Surprisingly, the introduction of vertical nonuniformity, e.g. jc0 decreasing towards the tape surface, had no
visible effect on the results of calculations. We also checked
the effect of tape non-planarity, again without observable
modification of the calculated AC loss behaviour. In all these
simulations, we compare the loss of tapes with the same value
of self-field critical current, Ic (0) = 125 A.
In summary, these refinements allowed us to reach
an excellent agreement between experiment and simulation.
However, the conclusion about a full understanding of the
tape behaviour would be premature. We found this when
experimenting with two pieces of tape in the bifilar face-toface configuration shown in figure 6. Inspecting the AC loss
data shown in figure 7 one can see a reduction of transport
loss predicted by the analytical model [15], but less noteworthy
than the result of our simulations assuming the non-uniformity
of the critical current across the tape width that was excellent
for a single tape. This indicates that the knowledge obtained
in the self-field experiment could be a good initial guess in
more complicated configurations [15]. However, a further

Figure 6. Bifilar configuration of two CC tapes carrying opposite
currents. Several combinations of voltage taps have been used to
correctly evaluate the transport loss.

study is necessary for the level of predictability required in the
engineering design of industrial devices.

4. AC loss of CC tape on magnetic substrate
It is well documented that the use of a ferromagnetic
substrate like NiW for CC tape manufacturing leads to
peculiar electromagnetic behaviour [16–20].
We show
in this section that it is possible to reach rather good
agreement between numerical simulations and experiments
when enough information about the tape composition and
materials properties is available.
The results presented here regard the American Superconductor 344 tape of 4 mm width and self-field critical current of
80 A at 77 K. It was assumed that the superconducting layer
is slightly narrower, taking wS = 3.8 mm. Its thickness was
taken as h S = 0.8 μm and the distance from the substrate
h B = 0.23 μm. The properties of the Ni–5%W substrate have
been studied in detail in [21]. We used these data to construct
the dependence of relative permeability of the substrate, μr , on
4
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Figure 8. Magnetic permeability of the NiW substrate used in our
simulations.

Figure 7. Transport loss in bifilar configuration shown in figure 6 for
CC tape with non-magnetic substrate. In experiments (77 K, 36 Hz,
superconducting layers separated by 0.1 mm distance in vertical
direction), the data shown by full circles have been obtained. There
is a significant reduction with respect to the self-field arrangement
represented by the strip model (dashed line) but the numerical result
(full line) predicted even more dramatic effect. In the numerical
simulation the same non-uniformity of the tape properties that gave
the best agreement with self-field data shown in figure 4 (triangles)
was utilized.

the magnetic flux density inside the substrate, B . In the calculation procedure, the actual value of Ni–5%W permeability
was obtained by interpolation from a table consisting of eight
data pairs. The low field portion of this data is shown in figure 8
by diamonds, together with the cubic spline interpolation. The
table contains two more data pairs securing a smooth approach
to μr = 1 at 10 T. We also used the results from [21] to characterize the hysteresis loss in an Ni–5%W substrate. A rather
good fit of their published data would be the loss dependence
on the amplitude of flux density (inside the ferromagnetic material), Ba , in one AC cycle

Q hyst (Ba ) = Q s ×

(Ba /Bs )2
1

if Ba < Bs
if Ba  Bs

Figure 9. AC magnetization loss of the CC tape with NiW substrate.
Full circles are experimental data (77 K, 36 Hz). Loss in
superconductor, calculated by numerical method (dashed line with
circles) is quite close to the analytical result for a slab in a parallel
field (dashed line) but significantly below the numerical estimation
for loss in NiW (dashed line, rectangles). The sum of these two
components is the prediction for total tape loss (full line).

(10)
correct. As expected, the calculated superconductor loss is far
below the total loss. Interestingly, the superconductor loss is
slightly reduced by the presence of the ferromagnetic substrate,
as one can deduce from the comparison with the model for
a superconducting slab in a parallel field [6]. It is difficult
to verify this finding, and the result calculated taking into
account the power-law current–voltage curve by other groups
is higher [24].
The empirical modification of the Q s value to 200 J m−3
is further justified by the comparison of calculated and
measured loss at the magnetic field inclined by 15◦ shown
in figure 10, where the loss in substrate still prevails below
∼10 mT. On the high field end of the curve the properties
of superconductors are essential and the knowledge of jc
and how it depends on a magnetic field could improve the
prediction of AC loss. To investigate the jc (B) dependence
of the superconducting material, we used the analysis of
Ic (B) data presented in figure 11. Because of the substrate
ferromagnetism, two opposite orientations of the applied field

with Q s = 100 J m−3 and Bs = 0.15 T. We checked this
approximation by calculating the magnetization loss data of
our CC tape in a parallel magnetic field. It is well known that
in this orientation the loss in a superconductor is negligible.
Thus the substrate properties can be clearly seen. From the
distribution of magnetic field B(x, y) calculated at the moment
when the AC cycle is at a maximum of the applied magnetic
field, Bmax , the estimation of hysteresis loss in the substrate
can be calculated [22] utilizing the expression (10):

Q NiW (Bmax ) =
Q hyst (B(x, y)) dx d y.
(11)
wT×h T

The result, however, was about two times lower than the
experimental observation. Therefore we used a modified value
of Q s = 200 J m−3 in all the following calculations. The same
value was used for a similar tape by Miyagi et al [23]. The
results for a parallel magnetic field are presented in figure 9.
One can see that the estimation of magnetization loss is roughly
5
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Figure 10. The same as figure 9 but at the field inclined by α = 15◦
with respect to the tape wide face. At low fields the substrate loss
prevails, while the superconductor loss takes over at higher fields.
Predictability of the numerical model is remarkable.

Figure 12. The same as figure 10 but at a field inclined by α = 30◦
with respect to the tape wide face. Agreement between experiment
and numerical simulation is excellent.

Figure 11. Critical current data used to deduce the jc (B) dependence
for the superconducting layer of the tape with NiW substrate. Data
scatter is probably due to uncontrolled remanent magnetization of the
tape substrate. Small anisotropy with respect to the angle α allowed
us to assume an isotropic jc (B).

Figure 13. AC magnetization loss of the CC tape with NiW substrate
in a perpendicular magnetic field. Measured loss (full circles) at
medium amplitudes of magnetic field went below the numerical
simulation (full line) that predicted a reduction with respect to the
reference case with non-magnetic substrate (dashed line). In this
configuration, the calculated loss in superconductor (dashed line with
circles) prevails over the estimation for hysteresis loss in the
substrate (dashed line with rectangles).

are no longer equivalent. One can also see the scatter
in experimental data that is probably caused by the lack
of controlling the remanent magnetization in the substrate
during experiments. With a certain level of simplification we
considered the anisotropy negligible (i.e. ka = 1) and found
the remaining parameters in the expression (4) causing the
simulation result of critical currents shown by the dashed line
in figure 11. These values are jc0 = 2.74 × 1010 A m−2 ,
B0 = 0.36 T and β = 1.2 and the fact that they characterize
well the properties of the superconducting layer confirms
figure 12, where the results for AC loss in a magnetic
field inclined by 30◦ are presented. Similar correspondence
between simulation and experiment has also been obtained
for other angles. Nevertheless, approaching the perpendicular
configuration (α = 90◦ ) the agreement is worse, as shown
in figure 13. Still the numerical simulation correctly predicts

the lowering of loss in superconductors at higher magnetic
fields because of the substrate ferromagnetism. This can be
concluded from the comparison of calculated superconductor
loss in CC tape with the prediction of the thin strip model for a
tape with the same critical current. At low fields, the simulation
underestimated the loss in ferromagnetic substrate. One could
speculate that the anisotropy of the substrate properties is the
cause, although a rigorous confirmation of this explanation is
missing at the moment. Similar shape of the loss curve have
been found by analytical calculation [25].
The same parameters characterizing the substrate and the
superconducting layer have been utilized in the simulation of
transport (self-field) loss. As can be seen in figure 14, the
prediction is rather good except for low magnetic fields where
the substrate loss is underestimated similarly as in the case of
magnetization loss in a perpendicular field.
6
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Figure 15. Application of a horse-shoe cover from ferromagnetic
material (black) on the edges of a CC tape. The geometrical
quantities describing the cover are shown: vertical and horizontal
thickness tFM and h FM , respectively, the vertical distance from the
superconducting layer, FM , and the width of the tape that remains
uncovered, dFM . The complete composite geometry is defined by
these parameters on top of those shown in figure 1.

Figure 14. Transport AC loss of the CC tape with NiW substrate.
The calculated substrate loss (dashed line with rectangles) is
significant, but also the numerical result for loss in superconductor
(dashed line with circles) is much higher than the prediction of the
analytical model (Norris) presented by the dotted line but deviates
from experiments. Prediction for total loss (full line) is in fair
agreement with experimental data (77 K, 36 Hz) plotted as full
circles.

To summarize the results obtained for the CC tape on a
ferromagnetic substrate, we underline that starting from the
data for the magnetic properties of the substrate [21] and the
critical current dependence on a magnetic field, the set of
parameters has been obtained that, in the simulation of AC
loss in a self-field and applied field configuration, provided
rather good prediction for experimentally observed behaviour.
These results show that in most cases the hysteresis loss in the
substrate represents a net increase of total AC loss in a CC
tape, and one should take this into account in the design of a
device [26].

Figure 16. Result of simulation for transport loss in the generic CC
tape with non-magnetic substrate provided with the horse-shoe cover
on edges. Detailed description of the composite is given in text.
Reduction of the loss below the strip model prediction is noteworthy.

5. Ferromagnetic flux diverter for CC tape
We have found in a similar study on Bi-2223/Ag
multifilamentary tapes [5] that the complete covering of the
tape would worsen its properties. Therefore it is assumed
here that dNi = 2 mm of the tape width remained
uncovered [30, 31]. For the permeability of Ni the empirical
expression
μmax
μr = 1 +
(12)
1 + ( |B|
) 2 .6
Bc

It was demonstrated in the previous two sections that
the current simulation technique provides reliable AC loss
prediction for existing CC tapes. Here we look at an example
of how this knowledge can be used to search for solutions
improving the tape performance. In particular, we analysed the
effect of a horse-shoe cover of tape edges [27–29]. The cross
section of the composite tape used in the simulation is shown
in figure 15. Geometric parameters additional to those defined
in figure 1 are indicated. The calculations have been carried
out assuming a 90 μm thick non-magnetic substrate 4.2 mm
wide. The superconducting layer of 2 μm thickness and 4 mm
width obeys the anisotropic field dependence of the critical
current density characterized by the following parameters in
expression (4): jc0 = 1.75 × 1010 A m−2 , B0 = 0.014 T,
k = 0.6 and β = 0.3. We assume Ni as the material for the
ferromagnetic cover of the edges that is tNi = 30 μm thick
on wide sides of the tape and wNi = 60 μm at the sides.
The vertical distance between superconductor and Ni layer
is Ni = 5 μm and thus the position of the superconductor
layer inside the horse-shoe Ni element is not symmetric in the
vertical direction.

with the initial permeability μmax = 119 and the characteristic
field for permeability decrease Bc = 0.4 T was used [5].
Hysteresis loss in the ferromagnetic horse-shoe parts was
estimated following the procedure described in the previous
section leading to the expression (11), with the difference that
integration is carried out over the section of Ni parts instead
of the substrate. The hysteresis loss in Ni is characterized by
the expression (10) with the parameters Q s = 2750 J m−3 and
Bs = 0.5 T [5].
Prediction for the magnetization loss in a perpendicular
magnetic field of such a composite is plotted in figure 16.
In the millitesla range the loss in Ni overcomes the result
for the uncovered tape that is expected to follow the strip
7
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The main problem in simulating the behaviour of CC
tapes on ferromagnetic substrate is that it is not possible
to extract separately the properties of the superconductor
layer. We demonstrated how an indirect establishment of
the parameters in the jc (B) dependence can be performed
in an iterative way and a reasonable level of predictability
achieved. Generally, the comparison of numerical results with
experimental data for a wide range of conditions — critical
current and magnetization loss dependence on magnetic fields
of various orientations—is necessary to understand the main
factors influencing AC loss.
There remains a large amount of future work in the CC
loss topic, mainly in two directions:
Investigation of AC loss in the more complex conditions
met in practical applications (stacks, windings, cables, etc) and
proposition of methods for loss reduction. We have shown one
example of improved CC tape architecture in section 5 of this
paper.

Figure 17. Simulation of magnetization loss in perpendicular field
for the generic CC tape with non-magnetic substrate provided with
the horse-shoe cover on edges, the same as in figure 16. The
possibility of reducing the AC loss by a ferromagnetic cover on the
edges is clearly demonstrated.

Acknowledgments
model. The loss in the superconductor itself is dramatically
lowered at magnetic fields below the penetration field. Because
the saturation of Ni loss takes place, a significant reduction
of total AC loss appears in a wide range of magnetic fields.
Similar behaviour is predicted for the transport loss as shown
in figure 17. We underline that the loss in superconductor is
significantly decreased with respect to the Norris strip model.
Again, for higher values of AC current amplitudes the total loss
including the Ni hysteresis is lower than that one expected for
the uncovered tape.
The result presented here is an indication of one possible
way for the loss reduction in CC tapes, with a sophisticated
superconductor–ferromagnet composite architecture.
We
underline that Ni is far from being a low loss ferromagnetic
material; therefore there is significant room for further loss
reduction [32].
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